Selfie Tour
You can’t visit or live in L.A. without taking a few selfies and we’ve got the hottest spots.

Dire Wolf Wall  Museum
An entire wall of Dire Wolf skulls makes for an aesthetic and scientific background.

Evolution Painting  Museum
Looking for something more vintage? This mural was painted when the museum first opened in 1977. If you listen carefully, you can even hear the soothing sounds of a science lecture.

Saber-toothed Cat  Museum
This selfie spot is the cat’s meow.

Sloth Statues  Outdoors
If you take a selfie with these statues and tag us at @thelabreatarpits you might just go viral.

Lake Pit bridge with mammoths and museum in the background  Outdoors
For a more panoramic pic, take a selfie at the Lake Pit bridge.

What blows YOUR mind?  Share, Tag, and Win  #MindBlownLA